roots π. We also remark that it is necessary to extend the base field k(q) to the Laurent field K := k(q) ((τ (δ) 2 )) where τ (δ) is the torus element associated with the positive indivisible imaginary root δ. Thus H V is a K vector space and P V is defined up to an element of K.
argument adapts the original proof of the factorization of the classical semisimple PRV determinant ( [PRV, Theorem 4.2] ). For each simple root α, using the adjoint action of the corresponding copy of U q (sl 2 ), we write the determinant as a product of a Laurent polynomial in the torus element τ (α) and a term invariant under the translated action of the reflection associated to α. This information, combined with the translated action of the entire Weyl group and a description of the highest degree term, allow us to obtain the formula (Theorem 4.7) for P V .
1.3.
In the classical case, the completion of U (g) used to recover the Casimir invariant (implicit in [K, 2.5] ) acts naturally on the O category. However, the quantum completion, in contrast to the classical one, also admits infinite sums of torus elements. Hence, it is not clear that R(Û ) has a well-defined action on the O category. We would like to know that on replacing torus elements by appropriate powers of q, the corresponding infinite sums converge in the Krull topology. This is obviously a delicate question; indeed, the convergence already depends on the choice of the highest weight. In [J3, Sect. 6] we suggested how to show that R(Û ) acts naturally on the subcategory O P of modules in O with simple factors whose highest weights lie in Weyl group translates of dominant weights. This approach works [J3, 6.2] for the "natural" generators of Z(R(Û )) over K.
In Section 5, we use our calculation of P V to show that when dim V 0 = 1, the corresponding harmonic part H V can be taken so as to have a well-defined action on O P . Assuming the dimension of V 0 is 1 is rather restrictive, but there are some non-trivial examples with this condition. Moreover, an immediate consequence of this result is that the subalgebra over k(q) generated by H V (which is much larger than the finite-dimensional vector space H V ) has a well-defined action on O P . This is rather encouraging, especially as a more direct approach appeared to fail (see [J5, 3.2] ). The reason for this failure can be traced to a possible bad action of K. The elements of K are central and so must act by a scalar on a highest weight module; however, it is clear that certain elements of K will not have a well-defined action on O P . Thus one is forced into making astute choices of bases.
Notation and Preliminary Lemmas
2.1. We shall follow the notation of [JT, Section 2] and briefly review the necessary definitions. The reader is also referred to [J2] and [J3] for undefined notions. The base field k is assumed of characteristic zero and q is an indeterminate.
2.2.
Let g be an affine Lie algebra. To avoid trivial technicalities we shall assume the root system indecomposable though the arguments go through for any affine or semisimple g without significant changes. Let h be a Cartan subalgebra, ∆ (resp. ∆ re ) the corresponding set of non-zero (resp. real) roots. Let π be a choice of simple roots which is paired with the set {α
Recall that there is a unique positive imaginary root δ ∈ Nπ indivisible in the sense that if rδ ∈ Nπ : r ∈ Q then r ∈ Z. Let P (π) denote the set of Z linear combinations of a choice of fundamental weights and of δ and let P + (π) denote the set of dominant integral weights. Write ( , ) for the non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form defined in [K, Chapter 2] , normalized so that (λ, µ) is an integer for all λ, µ in P (π). Let ρ be the sum of the fundamental weights. The integral torus T is the corresponding multiplicative group and we let τ : P (π) → T be the corresponding isomorphism (satisfying τ (λ+µ) = τ (λ)τ (µ), for all λ, µ ∈ P (π)). Set t α = τ (α), for all α ∈ Zπ.
2.3.
By definition the (simply-connected) Drinfeld-Jimbo quantized enveloping algebra U q (g) (or simply, U ) is the Hopf algebra generated over the subgroup T by weight vectors e α , f −α : α ∈ π satisfying the relations described specifically in [J2, 5.1.1] . Given a and b in U , we write (ad a)b to denote the quantum adjoint action of a on b (see for example [JT 2.4] or [J4, 1.3.1 and 5.3.1] .) In particular, we have that
2.4.
Recall [J2, 7.1.17 ] the translated action of the Weyl group W on T given by w.τ (β) = τ (wβ)q (ρ,wβ−β) for all w ∈ W and β ∈ Zπ. It is convenient to define r β := τ (β)q (ρ,β) , for all β ∈ Zπ. In terms of these new coordinates, one has s β .r γ = r s β γ , for all β ∈ ∆ re and γ ∈ Zπ.
Lemma. A

W. π reduces to scalars (in K).
Proof. The assertion is equivalent to every W orbit in Nπ being a singleton. Although this assertion is presumably known, we give a proof for the sake of completeness.
Recall that an affine Lie algebra g can be built from a simple Lie algebra g 0 with Cartan subalgebra h 0 and Weyl group W 0 . Let π 0 be a choice of simple roots for (g 0 , h 0 ) and let ϕ denote the corresponding highest root. Then π = {π 0 , α 0 } where α 0 = −ϕ + δ. For each β ∈ ∆ re set β ∨ = 2β/(β, β) and let s β denote the corresponding reflection. In particular setting s 0 = s α 0 one has
Consider a W orbit in Zπ. By the above, a typical element takes the form β +rδ, for some β ∈ Zπ 0 and r ∈ Z. If β = 0, this orbit is a singleton. Otherwise we can assume β to be non-zero and W 0 dominant. Then (ϕ, β) = 0. By our previous formula (s ϕ s 0 ) n β = β + n(ϕ ∨ , β)δ, for all n ∈ Z and so the above orbit cannot lie in Nπ.
Given a subset
denote the subalgebra of U generated by t α e α (resp. f −α ) for α ∈ π , and let U π be the subalgebra generated by the torus T , G + π , and U − π . Recall [JT, 5.1] that there is a triangular decomposition (due to M. Kébé [Ke] )
. It defines (as usual using the augmentations of S ± π ) a projection P π of U q (g) onto U π . When π is the empty set, U π = k(q)T and P π is just the usual Harish-Chandra projection. We denote it by P. When π = {α}, U π is the Hopf subalgebra U q (r α ) of U q (g) generated by e α , f −α over T . In this case we denote P π by P α and U π by U α . Clearly PP α = P. One checks using the adjoint action (see Section 2.3) as in [JT, 5.1] 2.6. Let I(U ) denote the integral part of U (see [J2, 7.1] ). In particular, I(U ) is the set of all elements a in U which generate a finite-dimensional (ad U α ) module for each α ∈ π. By say [J2, 1.3 .1], it is a subalgebra of U . When g is semisimple, I(U ) is just the locally finite part F (U ) of U and admits an isomorphism
of vector spaces via the multiplication map where Z(U ) is the center of U and H is an ad U module referred to as the harmonics (see [J2, 7.3] ). Recently, the first author and Todoric ( [JT] ) obtained a restricted analog of this isomorphism in the affine case by passing to the regular completion R(Û ) of U . We use the modified version of R(Û ) defined in [JT, 3.4] . In particular, recall that K is the Laurent field k(q) ((τ (δ) 2 )). Then R(Û ) is the K algebra generated by the version of the regular completion, also denoted by R(Û ), introduced in [J3, Section 4] . Let V be a simple integrable admissible module and set R(Û ) V equal to the isotypical component of the socle of R(Û ) of type V . Then [JT, Theorem 3.4] there exists an (ad U ) submodule H V of R(Û ) V such that the multiplication map gives a linear isomorphism
The regular completion R(Û ) of U consists of certain infinite sums of elements of I(U ) over K. Hence the Harish-Chandra projection P extends to R(Û ) and its image lies inÛ
Let {v i } be a basis for the zero weight space V 0 of V , and {ϕ j } be a basis for Hom(V,
It is determined up to a nonzero element of K.
2.7.
The map P α can also be extended to R(Û ) and its image lies in the regular completion R(Û α ) of U α . Recall that U α is the quantized enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra r α (see Section 2.5). Note that dim r α < ∞, but r α is not semisimple. Hence the appropriate definition of J2, 7.3.8(ii) ], I(U α ) is a free module over its centre Z α . More precisely we have a Z α module isomorphism via the multiplication map
with "harmonic part" H α being an ad U α submodule. This does not determine H α uniquely. However, one choice for H α is the sum of the (ad U α ) modules generated by the e n α , n ≥ 0. Since e n α generates a 2n + 1-dimensional simple module, we may write
with V (n) a (unique up to isomorphism) simple U α module of dimension 2n + 1.
Let v (n) be a non-zero element of the one dimensional zero weight space V
) corresponds to the PRV determinant of V (n) associated to the copy of the quantized enveloping algebra U q (sl 2 ) generated by e α , f −α , and t
±1
α . Thus by [J2, 8.2 .10] we have
up to a non-zero scalar. We write the product in the right hand side of ( * ) simply as S(n). Let T α denote the subgroup of T generated by the elements τ (β) : β ∈ Zπ satisfying (β, α) = 0. By [J2, 4.3.4] it follows that Z α is the polynomial ring over k(q)T α generated by an element z α . Moreover
which also contains P(z α ). From the above we deduce the following
3. Distributivity of the Baumann Filtration 3.1. Fix a simple integrable admissible module V with a non-zero (and hence finite dimensional) zero weight space V 0 . One of the important steps in calculating the quantum semisimple PRV determinant is the computation of its highest degree term with respect to the filtration on U defined in [J3, 5.3 .1] (see also [JT, 3.2] ). In order to compute this term in the affine case, we transfer the distributivity property of this filtration on U to the Baumann filtration F on subspaces of V 0 .
3.2.
Let P + 0 (π) be the additive semigroup generated by the (choice of) fundamental weights. Define an ordering on
and
Given two elements ν, µ of P
Proof. Let µ be a minimal element of P + 0 (π) with respect to the properties that µ µ and
3.3. Given a subspace M of V 0 , define gr F M to be the vector space
Since M is finite dimensional, F µ (V ) is the zero vector space when 0 ≺≺ µ. Thus we can choose a finite subset {µ 1 , . . . ,
. We argue that that the union B of the B(µ i ) is a basis for M . First, using distributivity and induction on n, we show that B is a linearly independent subset of M .
By the ordering of the set {µ 1 , . . . , µ n } and Lemma 3.2, 
Given µ ∈ P
+ (π), let V (µ) (resp. V (−µ)) denote the simple highest weight module of highest weight µ with highest (resp. lowest) generating vector v µ (resp. v −µ ). It is straightforward to check that the vector
Given a left U weight module N , let N # be its graded dual as defined in [J3, 2.6] using the antipode. Note that the U modules V (µ) # and V (−µ) are isomorphic and thus can be identified with each other.
Suppose that ν is another element of P + (π) and assume that ν ≺ µ.
The transpose yields an injective U module map:
v . Let T (EndV (µ)) denote the submodule of EndV (µ) spanned by weight vectors (with respect to the diagonal action). As noted in [JT, 3 .1] Frobenius reciprocity gives an isomorphism (V (µ)
#, * ) and, hence, an embedding (
#,# ). Since the weight subspaces of V (µ) are finite dimensional (it is here that we need τ (ρ) to act) one obtains an isomorphism ( (EndV (µ) ). Therefore, as in [JT, 3.1] , the assertion in [J3, 5.12] ensures that Φ µ is a vector space isomorphism.
Let i µ,ν denote the inclusion map from
Lemma. For all µ and ν in P
On the other hand
3.6. Let gr U denote the associated graded algebra of U with respect to the ad U filtration on U defined in [J2, 5.3.1] . Let K(µ) − be the vector subspace of
]). Let {v i } be a basis for V (µ) composed of weight vectors and {ξ
# . With respect to the natural embedding V (µ) ⊗ V (−µ) → EndV (µ), we can write each element of EndV (µ) uniquely as an infinite sum
, it follows that its completionĜ(µ), as defined in [JT, 3.2] , identifies with EndV (µ). Set
As noted in [JT, 3 .2] the algebra structure on G(U ), detailed in [J2, Lemma 7.1.7], extends toĜ(U ). We may suppose that v −µ (v µ ) = 1 and then grτ (−2µ) identifies with v µ ⊗ v −µ .
Let y µ be a basis vector for the (ad U ) invariant subspace ofĜ(µ). By [J2, 7.3.3] and rescaling if necessary, we can write
Note that this sum is infinite, but there is only a finite contribution from each space K(µ)
Moreover, [JT, Lemma 3.2] implies that this map is injective.
For each f ∈ EndV (ν), there is a scalar b such that
Note that τ (−2(µ − ν))τ (−2ν) = τ (−2µ). Using the above identifications, it follows that the product (v
ν ⊗ v −ν )(v µ−ν ⊗ v −µ+ν ) inĜ(U ) equals v µ ⊗ v µ . Therefore, ( * * ) Y ν,µ (f ) ∈ b(v µ ⊗ v −µ ) + β+γ>0 V (µ) µ−γ ⊗ V (−µ) −µ+β .
Lemma. The restriction of
Y ν,µ to (V (ν) ⊗ V (−ν)) # equals ψ * µ,ν . Proof. Consider f ∈ (V (ν) ⊗ V (−ν)) # and write f as in ( * ). Then ψ * ν,µ (f )(v µ ⊗ v −µ ) = f (v ν ⊗v −ν ) = b. On the other hand, ( * * ) implies that Y ν,µ (f )(v µ ⊗v −µ ) = (b(v µ ⊗ v −µ ))(v µ ⊗ v −µ ) = b. Finally apply the fact that v µ ⊗ v −µ generates V (µ) ⊗ V (−µ) as a U module.
Let S(ν, V ) denote the V isotypical component of the socle of EndV (ν).
Through the embeddings Y ν,µ , we may regard the S(ν, V ), for ν ∈ P + 0 (π), as forming a lattice of subspaces (of some common limiting space obtained by taking ν sufficiently large). As noted in [JT, proof of Proposition 3.3] , [J2, Corollary 7.3.3] extends for V admissible to show that this lattice is distributive. (Finite dimensionality of weight spaces is needed to get the downward induction started.) Thus, given µ, ν 1 , . . . , ν n in P
Lemma. The filtration F is distributive on
Without loss of generality, we can assume there is a weight µ such that ν ≺ µ and each γ also satisfies γ ≺ µ. Furthermore, we can choose µ large enough so that
w where w = γ w γ . But the map Φ µ is an isomorphism so v = w. This gives one required inclusion. The opposite one is trivial.
The Factorization Theorem
4.1. Let V be a simple integrable admissible U module. For each β ∈ Zπ, let V β denote the β weight space of V . Then dim V β is finite and in particular the formal character
is finite, the integrability of V implies that for each α ∈ π one has dim V nα = 0 for all n ∈ N sufficiently large. Since ∆ re = W π by definition, it follows that there exists an integer s > 0 such that dim V tβ = 0, for all t ≥ s and for all
In [JT, 3.6] , it is shown that P V is an element of τ (−2λ V )A π with highest degree term a nonzero scalar multiple of τ (−2λ V ) with H V chosen as in [JT, 3.6] . We use this definition in Section 4.3 to obtain a formula for 
Proof. Fix µ and set
s = α ∨ (µ). Consider ν ∈ P + 0 (π) such that ν µ. Note that ν = ν s and so F ν (V 0 ) = F ν (V s 0 ). It follows that F µ (V 0 ) = F µ (V s 0 ).
Consider the
of simple U α submodules of odd dimension, say dim V (α),i = 2n i + 1. Moreover V (α),i has one dimensional weight spaces of weights ±tα : 0 ≤ t ≤ n i . In
are one dimensional and their direct sum is
Since these are all direct sums,
), so substitution from the paragraph preceding the lemma gives the required assertion. 
Lemma. For all
Proof.
4.5. Comparing ( * ) and ( * * ) of 4.3, we have
Proof. Indeed by definition
through 4.4. Since U α is a subalgebra ofÛ 0 the conclusion obtains.
Set
Proof. Set ∆ 
up to a power of q. By 4.3, the first factor lies in T α . Since s α .r β = r s α β and dim V nβ = dim V ns α β , the second factor is s α . invariant and lies inÛ 0 .
4.7.
Recall [JT, 3.6 ] (see Section 4.1) that P V ∈ τ (−2λ V )A π , for a choice of H V described there. For an arbitrary choice P V may be modified by a non-zero element of K. However such an element is W. invariant and so may be ignored.
Theorem. One has
Proof. That P V = 0 is just [JT, Proposition 3.6 ] which shows in the language of Section 4.1 that τ (−2λ V ) is the highest weight term of P V up to a nonzero scalar. It is clear that
Hence by 2.3 it suffices to show that this expression is W. invariant. It is enough for the expression to be s α . invariant for each α ∈ π. Yet by 4.5 and 4.6 one has
Hence the assertion.
The Multiplicity Free Case
5.1.
Recall that for the choice of H V made in [JT, 3.6 ] the entries P(v i,j ) of the PRV determinant lie in A π , up to multiples by elements in T . If we make a more general choice, then in a given column of the matrix P(v i,j ) the entries may be multiplied by a fixed non-zero element of K. Indeed this depends on the choice of the homomorphism ϕ j : V → R(Û ) V . The linear span over K of their images defines H V . However since KA π = T A π , the first assertion is still valid. The choice of these scalars in K in the definition of ϕ j will be seen to be a delicate point.
5.2.
For all β ∈ Nπ, let |β| denote the sum of its coefficients (with respect to π). Given c β ∈ k((q)) : β ∈ Nπ, we say that the sum β∈Nπ c β converges (in the Krull topology) if for each n ∈ N there exists m ∈ N such that c β ∈ q n k [[q] ], for all β ∈ Nπ satisfying |β| ≥ m.
Let a ∈ A π . We may write a as an infinite sum
We say that a is defined at ν ∈ P (π), if β∈Nπ c β q 2(β,ν) converges in the Krull topology to an element of k((q)) which we denote by a(ν). It is clear that if a is defined at 0, then it is defined at all ν ∈ P + (π). A basic question is whether the P(v i,j ) are defined at 0. For this we must obviously make a correct choice of scalars in the definition of the homomorphisms ϕ j : V → R(Û ) V , equivalently in the choice of the harmonic space H V identified as the K linear span of the ϕ j (V ). The most obvious choice (made in [JT, 3 .6]) may not be appropriate.
Following [J3, 6 .1] let O P denote the full subcategory of O whose simple factors have highest weights in W.P + (π). A straightforward modification of [J3, 6.13] shows that if the P(v i,j ) are defined at 0, then the corresponding harmonic space H V is defined on all M ∈ ObO P . This means (but see [J3, 6.2] for more details) that we may extend the action of U on M to elements of H V , where we replace an infinite sum of torus elements on a weight vector of weight ν, by its value at ν.
5.3.
Recall the definition of Q V from Section 4.6.
Lemma. Q V is defined at 0.
Proof. By 4.1, there exists a positive integer s such that up to a multiple of T , we can write
Except for finitely many positive real roots one has 2(ρ, β) > s(β, β). The required assertion follows.
5.4.
Combining 4.7 and 5.3, it follows that up to a choice of scalars (equivalently up to a choice of H V ) P V is defined at 0. However there will obviously be many bad choices for which H V will not be defined on some M ∈ ObO P . Conjecturally there is always a choice so that this does hold; but the question seems to be rather delicate. Yet if H V is multiplicity-free (equivalently if dim V 0 = 1) then of course we can choose the scalar to obtain this desired conclusion. 5.5. Take λ ∈ P + (π) and recall that V (λ) is the simple highest weight module of highest weight λ. Take a ∈ EndV (λ) of weight 0. Recall [J3, 6.5] . The quantum trace tr q (a, V (λ)) of a on V (λ) is the infinite sum µ∈Nπ tr a V (λ) λ−µ q −2 (ρ,λ−µ) given that the latter converges in the Krull topology. In this case we say that tr q (a, V (λ)) converges (in the Krull topology). This convergence condition is equivalent to the assertion that is defined at 0. We say that tr q (a, V (λ)) converges (in the Krull topology) up to K, if there exists 0 = b ∈ K such that bc λ (a) is defined at 0. We can express the conclusion of 5.4 in the following manner. Let V be a simple admissible integral module with a one dimensional zero weight space. By [J3, 5.12 ] one has dim Hom g (V, EndV (λ)) ≤ 1, for all λ ∈ P + (π). Moreover there is a unique minimal µ ∈ P + 0 (π) s.t. Hom g (V, EndV (λ)) = 1, for all λ µ and zero otherwise. In the former case we can view a ∈ V 0 \ {0} as an element of EndV (λ) λ−µ , for all µ ∈ Nπ.
Corollary. Retain the above hypotheses and notation. Then tr q (a, V (λ)) : λ µ converges up to K.
Proof. Recall (2.6) that R(Û ) V is free over Z(R(Û )) and [J3, 6.2 ] that the latter is spanned over K by the elements z µ : ν ∈ P + (π). The latter acts by tr q (1, V (ν)) ∈ k((q)) on V (0). Consequently, it is enough to take λ = µ and then the assertion is just the observation made in 5.4.
5.5.
Retain the hypotheses and notation of 5.5. Our preliminary investigation [J5, 3.2] indicated that the quantum trace tr q (a, V (µ)) will not in general converge. In any case we calculated the q = 1 limit of the PRV determinant in the simplest possible case (basically the adjoint representation for sl 2 ) by the use of such traces and obtained an expression which agreed with the q = 1 limit of Q V up to factors involving τ (δ)
2 . This is of course no contradiction; it indicates that the choice of H V by the procedure of [JT, 3.6] may not be the best one. A similar calculation for a second sl 2 module with a one dimensional zero weight space is given in [GJ] . The conclusion is similar. These special cases are almost as difficult than our general theorem. However they do give a little extra information on imaginary root factors and indicate that the choice of scalars (or the harmonic space) is a delicate point.
